During the steering Committee the Consortium identified different kind of blue skills established by every partner for the development of trainings.

A surveys activity for the identification of training needs was implemented by the distribution and analysis of a questionnaire. This activity crossed also the research made in the West Mediterranean area on maritime education program and training available on the market. Those initial steps made possible to better have an integrated vision of different education and training systems, formats and procedures active in the three countries. This forced the Consortium to define the planned “Credit swamp mechanism” as a “Credit comparison mechanism”. The final methodology was shared and settled up during Genoa, Tunis and Marseilles meetings.

Training activities are scheduled to start in July 2020.

January 28th, 2020

THE STEERING COMMITTEE’S MEMBERS ATTENDED THE EXECUTIVE MEETING IN GENOA

The meeting aimed at verify the work done with a focus on setting up the interim report inter and plan the future activities. In the afternoon session the Consortium reviewed issues of communication and visibility.

Consortium decided the dissemination of project activities with several kind of tools and methodologies: organization and participation in events, implementation of project website and development of a project social media strategy.

For the operational side of the project partners will develop their trainings and shared the outcomes: Tunisia on logistics and infrastructure, France on simulator training and Italy on maritime cybersecurity.
On next months will start the agenda of pilot trainings which are the application of research and need analysis activities developed in the previous time.

The pilot courses, within a common framework and a common methodology, will be developed by partners with different focus: Tunisia on logistics and infrastructure and Italy on maritime cybersecurity.

The result of the course planning will be summarized and shared on the project website and social media tools; the complete elaboration will be shared with the involved stakeholders.

EVENTS and NETWORKING

Some upcoming appointments in which CMES - WESTMED will be involved in the coming months:

- Italian Shipping Academy Open day
  Genoa March 30th, 2020
- Assoarmatori assembly, July 2020 TBD
- Confitarma assembly, October 2020 TBD
- Barcellona Event
- ..........
- .......

...and our Final event in Brussels on November 2020 TBD